Antidepressants are addictive and increase the risk of relapse

In their systematic review, Amick et al. write that reasons for preferring psychotherapy over drugs for depression include concerns about side effects and 'perceived “addictiveness”' of drugs (1). This addictiveness is not hypothetical, it is very real (2,3) and affects about half of those treated with antidepressants (3,4).

The authors do not discuss what might be their most important finding, that psychotherapy leads to fewer relapses than drug therapy, which was expected, as it is related to the drugs’ addictiveness. It is tricky that withdrawal symptoms and disease symptoms can be the same, but there are clear differences. Withdrawal-induced, depression-like symptoms usually come rather quickly and disappear within hours when the full dose is resumed, whereas it takes weeks before the patients get better if they have a true depression (3).

A large trial of patients with remitted depression illustrates this (5). After the patients had become well, they continued with open maintenance drug therapy for 4-24 months. They then suddenly had
their therapy changed to a double-blind placebo for 5-8 days at a time that was unknown to the patients and clinicians. Forty of 122 patients (33 %) on sertraline or paroxetine had an increase in their Hamilton depression score of at least eight, which is a clinically relevant increase. This study illustrates why most doctors get it wrong when they think the disease has come back upon lowering or stopping the dose. In a group of 122 patients whose depression has been in remission for 4-24 months, likely only one or none would get a true relapse of the depression during 5-8 random days.

Antidepressants trap people into what often becomes life-long treatment. Of 260,322 persons in Finland who were on such a drug in 2008, 45 % were on an antidepressant drug five years later (3).
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